Combine Guide

The 40 Yard Dash
The 40 yard dash has been a standard test used to evaluate the speed of football players by scouts for the NFL Draft.
A quick reference search reveals that there are two different explanations regarding the origins of the 40 yard dash.
Some references state that the origin comes from the average distance of a punt being 40 yards. Punts average
around 40 yards in distance from the line of scrimmage, and the hang time (time of flight) averages approximately 4.5
seconds. Therefore, if a coach knows that a player runs 40 yards in 4.5seconds, he will be able to leave the line of
scrimmage when a punt is kicked, and reach the point where the ball comes down just as it arrives.

The Rules

The Athlete starts in a 3-Point Stance
The Athlete must remain stationary for 3 seconds before running.
The time starts when the down-hand separates from the surface.
The time stops when the athlete passes through the laser at the 10, 20, and 40 yard positions.

7 things to consider each time you run the 40yd Dash
Foot placement
Shoulder position
Leg angles
Head alignment

Hip height
Hand placement
FOCUS

The 40-yard dash (as run by the NFL) can be divided into three phases that
match the traditiaonal time splits used by the industry.
0 Yard to 10 Yard
10 Yard to 20 Yard
20 Yard to 40 Yard

Phase: 0 to 10 Yard (Explosive Power)

Although the 40 yard dash time is probably the most discussed performance number for athletes, the 10 yard split is
probably the most important for all positions. Only a fraction of the plays in a football game require an athlete to run for
over 10 yards. An athlete’s explosive power is measured during this phase of the run.

Phase: 10 to 20 Yard (Transition)

At the start of this phase of the run, the athlete is starting to reach top speed and, as a result, acceleration is
diminishing. When acceleration is reduced, the corresponding power required is also reduced. In this transition phase,
the athlete must move from explosive power to endurance. By the conclusion of the second phase of the run, the
athlete has typically reached their top speed and is trying to maintain it.t

Phase: 20 to 40 Yard (Speed)

During this phase, the acceleration is very minimal and an athlete’s running ability and endurance become
the most important characteristic

The Stance

The Stance can be the most overlooked part of the run. Perfecting a great stance sets you up for success.
When setting up your stance you must learn how to ‘crowd the line’. The only part of your body that must be behind
the line are your hands and feet. A speed coach will help you figure out which foot will be forward and backward in
your stance. Usually a good rule of thumb is having the foot you jump off in front.
Get your feet set appropriately (and this can vary slightly from athlete to athlete, so it is important to have your coach or
trainer determine which stance is best for you).
Most athletes find success with their front foot roughly 1⁄2 to 1-foot length back from line.
Next you learn how to get your 2nd foot lined up with your opposite foot’s heel. Since you can also set your foot up 1-foot
length back from opposite foot’s heel (or somewhere in between those 2) this is an area where working with a trainer can
pay off. Again, this is dependent upon you, so you should experiment.
Once your feet are set you must learn to set your arms/hands and your shin angle. To do this, you’ll work on placing your
hands in front of line and “walking” yourself back behind the line; you’ll want to focus how to raise your hips and load
yourself like a spring.
While “walking” yourself back, focus on where to place the hand of your back leg in relation to the start line and how to
position your shoulder slightly in front of your hand to feel a “forward lean”. You’ll feel like you are almost falling forward (this
is important at takeoff as it will ensure you shoot forward instead of popping up).
Once your “3 point” stance is established, you will raise your opposite arm up to your hip while maintaining the proper angle
at the elbow.
At this point, you should learn how to effectively brace your core and keep your chin tucked as you prepare for take-off.

Explosive Starts

The10-yard dash is the key component in the 40-yard dash. A slow start often indicates that you took a drop step in your
start that lifted your body upward, rather than forward. This slows down your explosion off the line. The best way to improve
on this part is to work on drills that help with exploding off the line on your power leg, so you won’t drop step. This will also
help with the angle of your body as well, since it will help you to come out of your sprint at a lower angle before you rise to
get to max speed.

The First 10 Yards

The first 10 yards is acceleration and to accelerate as quickly as possible you need to use the power in your legs to drive your
feet in the ground as strong as humanly possible.
Driving your arms as hard with power while keeping your chin down is an important lesson to learn, as you do not want to
rise. As you fire your arms back (think driving elbows back), be sure to keep your elbows at the ideal angle for the best
acceleration. Proper training helps you improve your ability to cover as much ground as possible with your first step. Once
coached, your first step will be about a yard beyond the line (if it is shorter than this, you’ll want to learn methods to improve
it.)
Working with a good trainer will help you understand ways to manage your breath and brace your core until the end of the
10 yards. As you run, your coach will evaluate your knee drive and flexion in the ankle. Proper training can help you cover as
much ground as possible with each step. A good time typically has 5 1/2 to 6 1⁄2 steps through the first 10-yards.

10 – 20yds

To improve times between 10-20 yards, the resistance is kept under 10% of bodyweight so to not alter sprinting
mechanics. Examples of exercises you might work to improve this phase of the sprint could include resisted sled
dragging; Bulgarian squats; dot drills; lunges; speed ladders; and jumping rope. It is important to touch on the need
to integrate into the training program some core conditioning work.
The core is the muscular connection between the muscles of the upper and lower body. Having a stable midsection, strong abdominals and obliques, and a strong lower back are key to speed performance and balance.
Medicine ball work is valuable, as are stability ball exercises. Studies show that it is important for an athlete training
for speed, to mix up between core work with resistance for low repetitions and high repetition core work, such as
crunches and leg raises.

The Finish (20-40yds)

As you come to the finish of the run try and prevent a letdown at the end. Learning techniques to help drive the
elbows to keep your speed (the legs follow the arms) are a part of a solid training program. It is highly critical to avoid
slowing up or losing focus. Practicing running through the finish helps you avoid the most common mistake
untrained athletes make, they let up right before the line which costs them a tenth of a second.

20 Yard Shuttle (5-10-5)

The purpose of this exercise is to test the athlete's lateral quickness and explosiveness in short areas. The athlete
starts in a three-point stance, explodes out 5 yards to their right, touches the line with the right hand, goes back
10 yards to their left, left hand touches the line, pivots, and then turns 5 more yards and finishes

A few tips

Running the entire drill on the correct part of your foot, this allows for explosive power.
Running at the proper level throughout the whole drill. The reasoning is that for you to change directions, you must
drop your hips... so by running at the proper level, you will require less distance to bend and touch the lines.
Tricking your mind into thinking you’re about to run a 40-yard dash on the last leg and as you finish, this should help
ensure that you accelerate through the finish line. A lot of athletes “let up” before they cross the line, slowing down
their time.

3 Cone Drill

The L-Cone or 3-Cone drill tests an athlete's ability to change directions at a high speed. The drill has become popular
in combine testing because it blends aspects of several of the drills together and gives a scout a much better indicator
of pure speed than either the 40 or the short shuttle. It takes strength, balance, quickness, and explosion to get a good
3-Cone time.
The setup for the drill is that three cones are placed five yards apart from each other forming a right triangle. The
athlete starts with one hand down on the ground and runs to the middle cone and touches it. The athlete then
reverses direction back to the starting cone and touches it. The athlete reverses direction again but this time runs
around the outside of the middle cone on the way to the far cone running around it in figure eight fashion on his way
back around the outside of the middle cone and finally finishing back at the starting cone.

The rules used for the 3-Cone are the following:
The Athlete starts in a 3-Point Stance.
The Athlete runs to the line near the middle cone and touches it, then reverses
direction and touches the starting line.
The Athlete then reverses direction, but this time runs around the outside of the
middle cone.
The Athlete loops around the outside cone and continues running around the middle
cone back to the start cone.
The time stops when the athlete passes through the start line.

Since the 3-Cone drill forces an athlete to show great footwork and quickness in changing directions,
you will want to work on drills that improve these two skills, as they are keys to playing at top levels in
nearly every sport.
To help you improve the results of the 3-cone test, here are some areas you should train:
1. Learn to start in a good sprinters stance and explode out of it towards the first cone. Acceleration is optimal when
you learn to take long powerful steps to cover the most ground possible. Practice this start over and over with the goal
of getting to the 5-yard mark in 3-4 steps.
2. Learn proper weight balance and how to utilize a cross-over step to change direction, as you return to touch the
starting line and head back to the second cone. Work with a trainers and/or watch videos to learn the proper footwork
and technique to round the 2nd cone as you head toward the 180 degree turn around the 3rd cone.
3. Learning to use short, choppy steps to circle around the 3rd cone is essential. You will need to practice techniques
that build your balance, as balance is key here, since you cannot put your hand down going around the cone.
4. Rounding the final turn is a skill you must learn to be successful - a good time and bad times are separated by how
much you slow down right here. Some athletes prefer a speed cut; however, we often see the most success in using a
wider sweeping turn. You will get a slower time if you lose momentum on the turn and must reaccelerate the last 5
yards.

Vertical Jump

The vertical jump is all about lower-body explosion and power. The athlete stands flat-footed and they measure his
reach. It is important to accurately measure the reach, because the differential between the reach and the flag the
athlete touches is his vertical jump measurement. The vertical jump is a common action in various acceleration and
game-related dynamic movements, and is a valid assessment to evaluate explosive power. Vertical jumps are used
to both train and test power output in athletes.

Keep it simple

Before upping the ante, you must build a strong foundation; that is, plenty of leg strength. While many vertical leap
guides and tutorials provide countless, often intricate exercises to improve jump speed, agility, and overall vertical leap,
the power has simply got to be there first. So, if you can’t squat 1.5x your body weight, you will start with basic squats
and related exercises, such as box jumps, deadlifts, and other exercises across the vertical plane. Once you become
more advanced, we can then proceed to lateral and other more minor movements.

Stretch it out

Athletes of all levels often underestimate the importance of stretching. But frequent static stretching has been found
to increase vertical leap and other fast-twitch power exercises. Stretching instruction increases range of motion
(flexibility), which allows for further activation of muscle groups. Too much flexibility won’t help power, but a solid
stretching routine will help your vert.

Jump Around
Jumping rope is another technique used, as it is believed to improve many athletic functions that lead to a higher vertical,
such as explosiveness and timing. It also strengthens muscles in the lower legs that might not be as engaged during
other exercises, such as squatting. Bonus: Jump ropes are cheap, portable, and light, and can be used when you are at
home or traveling. Beyond just skipping in place — you should learn how to mix in some trickier plyometric moves.

Get up, get up, get down.

While weighted squats can improve leg strength and help increase your vertical, all you really need is you. Weightless
squat jumps are dynamic and athletic, improving strength through actual performance of jumps with maximum effort.
Or, to kick things up a notch, during training you might do “The Hundo,” a popular squat jump variation where you
perform 100 squats, jumping with maximum efforts every ten. This exercise can also help you work on your landing by
adding turns and other tweaks.

Don't force it

Before and after you jump, you should learn how to “coil” — or bend down — allowing you to transfer energy into and
out of a jump. Proper instruction helps make sure you can manage the force before and after a jump by incorporating
pauses. Squat. Hold. Jump. is a saying you will want to get familiar with when training your vertical.

Put your hands up

Quick fixes are hard to come by, we know. And though research varies on how much arm swinging can impact maximum
vertical leap, results consistently indicate that upper body training as well as proper arm-swinging technique can in fact
increase maximum vertical leap. To jump your highest, learn how to swing your arms downward during a pre-jump
knee bend, to maximize the upward force created when you swing your arms upward during the jump itself. Exercises
that enhance this motion should be implemented, such as cleans and snatches and kettlebell swings.

5 Step Vertical Jump
Stretch the hip flexors - This is overlooked by a lot of strength coaches and athletes a like. Stretching the hip
flexors will allow your jump to have a great er range of motion, thus allowing your jump to be higher.
Feet position - Be sure that your feet are parallel and hip width apart. This will ensure for optimum explosive power.
Too close or too far will hamper your results.
Leg bend - be sure that you squat down to at least 90 degrees, take a few squats to make sure that your legs have
proper blood flow before the jump. Never jump step in and jump.
Arm swings - Just like the broad jump your arms and legs will work together. When your in a squat position right
before the jump your arms should be down towards the ground, when you jump you extend 1 or both hands
(depending on the test) up in air and either hit the testing device or reach as high as you can.
Soft landing - while this has no bearing on your actual test, it's important that you land softly so not hurt your knees.

Broad Jump

The Broad Jump is testing an athlete's lower-body explosion and lower-body strength. The athlete starts out with a
stance balanced and then he explodes out as far as he can.
Plyometrics and explosive weightlifting are sure-fire ways to maximize your muscle potential, but as you will learn,
technique is also very important and can affect your jumping distance by several inches.

Utilize repetition

The more you perform a certain motion with your trainer, the more efficient your body becomes. Increased efficiency
translates to a more explosive jump. Performing the broad jump each time you train pays off, and the reps will add up.

Jump over something

It may seem counter-intuitive, but we have found that taking off at a slightly higher angle will often increase your
jumping distance instantaneously by increasing your frictional force on the ground and increasing your hang time.
Additionally, the biomechanics of the motion become more natural for your body, so you can generate more power.
One way to practice this technique is by placing an object—such as a short agility hurdle—in your jumping path and
having you leap over it while still jumping as far as you can

6 Step Broad Jump

Feet Positioning at the start- Feet Hip Distance apart - This is important because having your feet too close or too far
apart will directly affect your power output. Make sure that your toes are as close to the starting point as possible.
Head Positioning - Just like any other athletic movement that you will perform, make sure that you head is in a
neutral position (as if doing a squat or pushup) you don't want your spine being put into an position that is going to affect
your performance.
Knee Bend - Now that your feet and head are in place, you'll want to focus on what is generating the power for the test;
your legs! Bend your knees down to a 90 degree bend before your jump.
Arms - When you setting up for your jump make sure to get your arms active. A good arm swing is just as important as
property bending your legs. Right before your jump when your legs are bent the deepest, your arms should be back
behind your hips, then explode them forward as you jump off of the line.
Breathing - Breathing is a very important part of jumping. When you are performing a broad jump, you are trying to be a
powerful as possible. You'll want to exhale right at the point of jumping to maximize your effort.
Make sure to land in a low, knee bent position - From generating all of that power your body is going to want to
continue moving forward. If you stumble, step or fall the score won't count, so staying low and "sticking" the landing is key.

Always, always, always measure

It is critical to measure your broad jumps as you train, for two reasons. First, measuring each jump prepares you
mentally for the added pressure of a meaningful test. Second, while experimenting with techniques, you may
unexpectedly find methods that add an inch or two to your jump. Try and tweak your form from jump to jump while
training and note the changes that increase your distance.

